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Cisco in Defence

It’s about getting the right information to the right 
person on the right device at the right time!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American’s call it Network Centric Operation.  The British and NATO call it Network Enabled Capability and the Swedes as another example call it Network Base Defence.It doesn’t really matter what you call it, o be completive and have “information superiority” It’s about getting the right information to the right person on the right device at the right time!  
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Cisco in Defence
It’s about using that information in a 

Collaborative manner in making the best 
decisions at that time!

“Information + Collaboration”
equals

“Force Multiplier” “Collaborative”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it’s about using that information in a “Collaborative” manner and making the best decisions at that time!  The key word is collaborative.  When you use information In a collaborative manner, An Army of one becomes an Army of many!  When information is used in a collaborative manner, it becomes a “force multiplier” And all our military colleagues around the world know – Military operations is not the hospitality business.  It comes down to life and death situations.
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Communication & Collaboration was very 
different in our recent past… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American’s call it Network Centric Operation.  The British and NATO call it Network Enabled Capability and the Swedes as another example call it Network Base Defence.It doesn’t really matter what you call it, o be completive and have “information superiority” It’s about getting the right information to the right person on the right device at the right time!  
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Cisco in Defence

Communications
must have 
range…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if we take short look back in American history, we can see that our ancestors understood the importance of communicating and collaborating over long distances.The smoke signal is one of the oldest forms of long-distance communication. It is a form of visual communication used over long distance. The North American Indians also communicated via smoke signal. Each tribe had their own signaling system and understanding. A signaler started a fire on an elevation typically using damp grass, which would cause a column of smoke to rise. The grass would be taken off as it dried and another bundle would be placed on the fire. Reputedly the location of the smoke along the incline conveyed a meaning. If it came from halfway up the hill, this would signify all was well, but from the top of the hill it would signify danger.In Ancient China, soldiers stationed along the Great Wall would alert each other of impending enemy attack by signaling from tower to tower. In this way, they were able to transmit a message as far away as 750 kilometres (470 mi) in just a few hours.
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Cisco in Defence

Communications must 
be 

agile and mobile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Route was about 1900 miles long.  There were 184 stations along the long and arduous route used by the Pony Express. The stations and station keepers were essential to the successful, timely and smooth operation of the Pony Express mail system. They were often fashioned out of existing structures, several of the them located in military forts, while others were built anew in remote areas where living conditions were very basic.[17] The route was divided up into five Divisions:[18] To maintain the rigid schedule, 157 relay stations were located from 5 to 25 miles apart as the terrain would allow for. At each Swing Station riders would exchange their tired mounts for fresh ones, while Home Stations provided room and board for the riders between runs. This technique allowed the mail to be whisked across the continent in record time. Each rider rode about 75 miles per day.[19]
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Battle of the Little Bighorn  
Known as Custer’s Last Stance

Message sent for 
Reinforcements

General George Custer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tragic Ending on Jun 25th, 1876 Custer's regiment had 647 men in 12 companies, which he split into four groups. The Battle of the Little Bighorn, also known as Custer's Last Stand and, by the Native Americans involved, as the Battle of the Greasy Grass, was an armed engagement between combined forces of Lakota, Northern Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes, against the 7th Cavalry Regiment of the United States Army. The battle, which occurred on June 25 and 26, 1876 near the Little Bighorn River in eastern Montana Territory, was the most prominent action of the Great Sioux War of 1876. It was an overwhelming victory for the Lakota, Northern Cheyenne, and Arapaho, led by several major war leaders, including Crazy Horse and Gall, inspired by the visions of Sitting Bull (Tȟatȟáŋka Íyotake). The U.S. Seventh Cavalry, including the Custer Battalion, a force of 700 men led by George Armstrong Custer, suffered a severe defeat. Five of the Seventh Cavalry's companies were annihilated; Custer was killed, as were two of his brothers, a nephew, and a brother-in-law. The total U.S. casualty count, including scouts, was 268 dead and 55 injured.Earlier in the fight, Custer sent his bugler, John Martin, back to Reno and Benteen  with a message. It was short and sweet - "Big village. Come quick. Bring packs."  Unfortunately, the fog of war reared its head.  Martin was an Italian immigrant who spoke very little English.  When questioned about Custer's message, his situation, his location and what he needed, Martin couldn't communicate.   Custer probably went to his death thinking reinforcements would be here any minute if they could just hold on. 
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Communications must 
be fast

Cisco in Defence

Telegraph Machine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An electrical telegraph was independently developed and patented in the United States in 1837 by Samuel Morse. His assistant, Alfred Vail, developed the Morse code signalling alphabet with Morse. The first telegram in the United States was sent by Morse on 11 January 1838, across two miles (3 km) of wire at Speedwell Ironworks near Morristown, New Jersey. On 24 May 1844, he sent the message "WHAT HATH GOD WROUGHT" from the Old Supreme Court Chamber in the Capitol in Washington to the old Mt. Clare Depot in Baltimore. This message (quoting Numbers 23:23) was chosen by Annie Ellsworth of Lafayette, Indiana,[13] the daughter of Patent Commissioner Henry Leavitt Ellsworth. The message was all capital letters because the original Morse code alphabet had no question mark or lower case.The Morse/Vail telegraph was quickly deployed in the following two decades; the overland telegraph connected the west coast of the continent to the east coast by 24 October 1861, bringing an end to the Pony Express.
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Cisco in DefenceCommunications must 
scale and be

accessible in all 
environments
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Enigma Machine

Communications must 
be Secure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cryptanalysis of the Enigma enabled the western Allies in World War II to read substantial amounts of secret Morse-coded radio communications of the Axis powers that had been enciphered using Enigma machines. This yielded military intelligence which, along with that from other decrypted Axis radio and teleprinter transmissions, was given the codename Ultra. This was considered by western Supreme Allied Commander Dwight D. Eisenhower to have been "decisive" to the Allied victory.[1]Ultra was the designation adopted by British military intelligence in June 1941 for wartime signals intelligence obtained by breaking high-level encrypted enemy radio and teleprinter communications at the Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley Park.[1] Ultra eventually became the standard designation among the western Allies for all such intelligence. The name arose because the intelligence thus obtained was considered more important than that designated by the highest British security classification then used (Most Secret) and so was regarded as being Ultra secret.[2] Several other cryptonyms had been used for such intelligence. British intelligence first designated it "Boniface"—presumably to imply that it was the result of human intelligence. The U.S. used the codename "Magic" for its decrypts from Japanese sources.Much of the German cipher traffic was encrypted on the Enigma machine. Used properly, the German military Enigma would have been virtually unbreakable; in practice, shortcomings in operation allowed it to be broken. The term "Ultra" has often been used almost synonymously with "Enigma decrypts". However, Ultra also encompassed decrypts of the German Lorenz SZ 40/42 machines that were used by the German High Command, and the Hagelin machine[3] and other Italian and Japanese ciphers and codes such as PURPLE and JN-25.[1]
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Cisco in Defence

Fast Forward today…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly the battle landscape has changed; Due to Asymmetrical conflictsThere’s been a need to change in military tactics and bring information or “situational awareness” to the dismount solider
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Today’s Defence Forces rely on the

More then ever…
“Power of Information” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Cisco in Defence

The battle landscape has changed…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly the battle landscape has changed; Due to Asymmetrical conflictsThere’s been a need to change in military tactics and bring information or “situational awareness” to the dismount solider
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Cisco in Defence

Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly the battle landscape has changed; Due to Asymmetrical conflictsThere’s been a need to change in military tactics and bring information or “situational awareness” to the dismount solider
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Deployed Operations

Tactical Edge

Mobile
Tactical - Edge

Mobile      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“From this point forward I am going to focus modern tactical tactics using IP communications”Show pictures of the dismount; Show pictures of HUMMVDescribe the scenario i.e. “A deployed location is like a deployed HQ, but the equipment is desert color, a lot of it is ruggedized and design for harsh environments, but none the less stationary.  The challenge begins when you leave the fixed network infrastructure”See if you can real pictures of Kandahar airbase or some other deployed site.. Then compare and show roving vehiclesHere a view of a typical battlefield scenario or what we call an architecture.  During long deployment such as Iraq or Afghanistan, BN, Bde or Division level assets would be deployed to a certain area for usually an undetermined amount of time.  In many cases the communications equipment and IT backbones are in fixed sites, they could be moved, but are usually stationary.  Routing capabilities are provided by COTS in the form of 19 in racks and many of the other IT items you see in office buildings, but provided in ruggedized enclosures or secure all-weather facility.On the left is where, smaller contingents of the BN, Bde or Division are mobile.  Many of these mobile assets require an IP back bone to run many of the applications designed more “communications on the move” type scenarios such as common operating pictures and situational awarenessOne of the important take-aways from this slide is that everyone vehicle is a node on the network and is an integral piece of relaying information to the next node19in racks at BN level, bandwidth challenges at lower levels, the EAR was designed to be the replacement of the 19 inch Rack mount router
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-
-UAV / Sensor Net

Air/Ground Net 

Mobile Net

Mobile Net 

Air Net

Ground IP Net 

SOF Net

COALITION FORCES Net

UHF SATCOM

Dynamic RF Links

Rapid Topology Changes

Routing Protocols

Size, Weight, & Power

Distributed Services
(QoS, Security)

Wide Range of Radios
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• Overcrowded Crew Compartments
• Redundant Hardware
• Complex Non- Standard Cabling
• Increased Power Consumption and Cooling costs
• Longer System re-set and Life Cycles Increases Total Costs of Ownership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a look at a baseline US Army HUMV and with one look you can see the challenges that arise with all the different communications equipment why there is a importance on SWaP-C, multiple GPS’, multiple displays, multiple computesAs more of these systems are added, the more complexity increases in size, weight, and power (SWaP -C) and heat loads on already overtaxed vehicle platforms interfering with vehicle cooling. This approach has had very serious operational limitations and has significantly increased developmental, production, and operational costs. Finally, it becomes increasing difficult to maximize the benefits all the equipment since the time it takes to train and re-trainIn the past few decades there has been a dramatic increase for Appliqué Subsystems in tactical vehicles, which have overwhelmed original platform design assumptions and conventional integration methods. This “Bolt-On” integration approach was used to employ Army Team Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR)/Electronic Warfare (EW) equipment into tactical vehicles. 
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• Moving nodes with no Fixed Communication infrastructure

• Problems with radio bearers

• Plug ‘n play

• Multiple exits from the mobile cloud

• Multiple radios and overcrowded crew compartments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because there are a lot of challenges in this environment.
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Introducing Cisco’s Mobile Ready Net
Anything that Drives, Walks, Flies, Sails

Anyone
Anywhere

Anytime

Vision: Mobile Networks of the Future
Enables people to connect and communicate how, when and where they want with no 

limitations on location, and continuously adapts to their needs without a reliance on pre-
defined fixed infrastructure.

Ad Hoc Mobility Radio Aware Routing

Platforms Applications & Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radio Aware RoutingRouters need insight into radio network eventsCross-layer feedback for radio awarenessNeed to support multiple radio typesAd hoc Routing ProtocolsModifications to OSPFv3, EIGRP for better performance in a mobile ad hoc networkScalability enhancements for larger clustersPlatformsLeverage existing routing platformsPort Cisco IOS to 3rd party hardwareIntegrate 3rd hardware or software on CiscoApplications & ServicesLeverage Cisco QoS and Security technology for hop-by-hop networkingProvide framework for middleware functions such as delay-tolerant networkingCisco’s Vision is to connect anything that drives, walks, flies or sails, or another way of saying this - Any node, anywhere any time… There are 4 components to the Cisco strategy;1st – we need the platform that will solve the Size, Weight, Power and cooling challenges2nd – you need the Adhoc mobility capabilities – which is the ability for the network to self heal and self form and without the network to be connected to a fix network structure3rd – since our war fighters are operating in tactical environments, it is a radio environment that the routers need to be intelligent to talk with the radios, which is what we call Radio aware routing4th – the applications and sercvices that users will routinely use in tactical environment need to function over the network
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Networking On The Move

5 years ago
Mobile Stand-alone Router

Today
Embedded Routers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Embedded  IOS – Industry Standard Single Board Computers  Leverage the current  Eco System  Embedded Service Appliance (ESA) to be released in 1Q 2012The American’s call it Network Centric Operation.  The British and NATO call it Network Enabled Capability and the Swedes as another example call it Network Base Defence.It doesn’t really matter what you call it, o be completive and have “information superiority” It’s about getting the right information to the right person on the right device at the right time!  
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Networking On The Move

Software Routers

00110101010101010

Coming soon – “Mid Year 2013!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Embedded  IOS – Industry Standard Single Board Computers  Leverage the current  Eco System  Embedded Service Appliance (ESA) to be released in 1Q 2012The American’s call it Network Centric Operation.  The British and NATO call it Network Enabled Capability and the Swedes as another example call it Network Base Defence.It doesn’t really matter what you call it, o be completive and have “information superiority” It’s about getting the right information to the right person on the right device at the right time!  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Cisco had modified OSPFv3 with MANet extensions which enable Self-forming, self-healing clusters of mobile routers (nodes) that communicate via wireless linksNo reliance on fixed network infrastructure Nodes move at random and form arbitrary topologies (which can change rapidly and unpredictably)Nodes can be anything that moves – ground vehicles, aircraft, marine vessels, humansStandalone or connected to a fixed networkSelf-forming wireless clustersNo reliance on fixed network infrastructure Nodes move at random and form arbitrary topologiesNodes are anything that movesStandalone or connected to fixed network
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• IP Communications systems are built with a growing number of radios.

• Radio link conditions (bandwidth and availability) can change 
frequently

• To effectively manage these conditions while enforcing routing and 
QOS policy, routers need visibility into radio conditions.

• DLEP designed to address the problem

Satellite Link

L2 Mesh Radios

Internal 
Network(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Networks were built for static environments so all the protocols were designed fixed networksRadios were not built to communicate with network, they were built to communicate with other radiosRAR solves the problem allowing the radios to pass link quality metrics to the network, so there were certain new protocols that needed to be developed to solve this problem, one of which is called DLEP – Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol.R2CP – Routing, Radio Control Protocol



Applications & Services

• Standard Services are included with the Cisco’s IOS. 
i.e. RAR, 

• Applications run on an appliance and included with the 
same enclosure as ESR:

• Compliant with Industry standards

• Reducing SWP-C

• Complimenting ECO system of all products & apps 
being used for the mission



Thank you! 

Teşekkürler!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teşekkürler!
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Cisco in Defence

Back-up Slides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American’s call it Network Centric Operation.  The British and NATO call it Network Enabled Capability and the Swedes as another example call it Network Base Defence.It doesn’t really matter what you call it, o be completive and have “information superiority” It’s about getting the right information to the right person on the right device at the right time!  
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